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Cabinet Ministers seemed to be really important people*
They appeared to be occupying the centre of the stage on
which the drama of the nation's life was acted, John
Walter the Second, who made Tit Times a great news-
paper, was himself a keen political amateur; it was he
who set an example which all the Press followed* Had
his tastes been literary, he might have moulded the British
newspaper on the lines which the French followed*
But his was a political age, and the pages of small-type
reports of speeches which fill us with repugnance, which
make us marvel that they should ever have been endured,
were read, every word of them, by a large proportion of
newspaper readers*
/ No help was given by headlines; the type was solid
without a cross-head or even a paragraph-break to relieve
the strain. This lasted until nearly the end of last cen-
tury, before it gave way to a new kind of journalism
touching life at many more points than the old*
Not that the old had been allowed to flourish until
then without attack. W* T* Stead was the first man to
challenge its sober self-satisfaction* He invented what
Matthew Arnold, as early as 1887, named the New
Journalism, " full of ability, novelty, variety, sensation,
sympathy, generous instincts," but " feather-brained"
and careless of accuracy* Becoming editor of an evening
paper, the Pall Mall Gazette, in 1883, as successor to
JohnMorley, whose assistant he had been, Stead soon
showed that he was a man of ideas* " Evenings " were
mostly more readable than " mornings*" Stead made
his the talk of the country*
Northcliffe said that he effected a revolution in
journalism. What he actually did was to prepare the way
for the revolution which Northcliffe carried through some
ten years later* Stead, for instance, took up interviewing,

